
How poems inspire
pictures

what is the
article about

the article is about poetry and how
this can inspire photograhs

what did I find interesting
about the article

six contemporary poems was chosen
each poem was given to a different

photographer, each photographer was 
asked to photograph what they feel.

what I found interesting is how
poems have different meanings

for different people and how this can
influence photography in a intimate way.

Carolyn Van Houten was given the
poem 'What it looks like to us and the

word we use' by Ada Limon

The poet writes about a barn on the
outskirts in knee deep grass and the beauty
of nature and about someone named J who

asks about the poets believe in god.

For Carolyn Van Houten this
bought back memories of her 
childhood on the family farm.

Damon Winter was given the
poem "many - faced poem by

Marcie Calabretta Cancio- Bello the poet writes about the light,
the start of something

for Damon Winter the poem had many
different meanings at first he thought it was
physical and visual but then he thought that

it ay be about fear, love and maybe even
grief

Zora J. Murff was given the poem
If you are tired then go take a nap

by Adrian Matejka
The poet writes about the busy

places and how these places can
not be good for the soul

For photographer Zora J. Murff it made her
think about people, places and her

experiences when growing up

'N'em by Jericho Brown was given to
photographer Nina Robinson

The poem is about a memory of someone that is
maybe not a parent but someone close to that

person during their childhood
The photographer Nina Robinson thought the poem

reminded her of her aunt Jean so she created a series
of portraits that shows the landscapes they visited

during her childhood.

The poem by Katy Leader Valentine
was given to Todd heisler

The title of the poem 'Valentine'
suggests the poem to be about love. The

poem is about a past memory.

For photographer Todd Heisler
the poem was about his

photographs finding him.

Jenny Johnson Ladies Arm wrestling Match
at the Blue Moon Diner was given to

photographer Preston Gannaway

The poem is about the
memories of the advice the
poets grandma gave to her.

The photographer Preston
Gannaway wanted to show the

old and new in his work


